Final Test for Sport Competitions
Into its final leg of preparations for Singapore 2010, the Games’ organising committee put its operational plans to the test through validation exercises for 10 sports.

- Singapore 2010 Announces Football Team Line-up
  Football kicks off Singapore 2010 team sports draws.
- Singapore Press Holdings is Host News Agency
  As Host News Agency, SPH will provide photographic and editorial coverage of the Games.

Eclipse: Sneak Peek
Tank and Flame catch some cool biking action at Tampines Bike Park.

Alphabet Soup: Prequel to the Games!
At the validation exercises for Singapore 2010, the boys were captivated by athletes at the gymnastics competition.

Volunteers Hone Skills for Successful Games
Early calls and going through simulated scenarios did not deter these volunteers from preparing for the Games.

Kerri the Magnificent
Catch gymnast Kerri STRUG’s ‘never-say-die’ attitude as she recounts her medal-winning performance at Atlanta 1996 – on only one good leg.